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Overview



• Kinaxis, Inc. (the “Company” or “KXS”) provides cloud-based 

subscription software for supply-chain management (SCM) 

and analytic software solutions

• KXS offers solutions that address a wide range of IT 

solutions addressing cost/operational inefficiencies, business 

continuity, and software lifestyle management

• The company serves a large variety of industries such as 

aerospace, automotive, and consumer products

• The company was founded in 1984 and is headquartered in 

Ottawa, Canada

Source: Company filings, company website, investor presentations, Capital IQ

Company Overview

A growing leader in cloud-based solutions for operational efficiency and supply-chain efficiency

Current Price $168.00 Market Cap $5.03B

52-week Low $86.53 52-week High $224.98

LTM Revenue $289.40 EV / Revenue 15.30x

LTM Net Income $29.70 Dividend Yield -

In CAD$ mm except for share prices

Trading data current as of February 25th, 2021

Target Price $201.00 Implied Premium 19.70%

Overview Summary and Recommendation

Management Customers

John Ernest Sicard, President and CEO

Mr. Sicard joined KXS in 1994 and has been CEO of the 

company since 2016

Duncan Klett, Co-Founder

Mr. Klett Co-Founded KXS and has more than 27 years of 

experience in analytics and software solutions

Richard George Monkman, CFO

Mr. Monkman has been CFO of KXS since 2005 and has 

more than 25 years of finance and operations experience



• KXS operates in the Application Software Industry, 

particularly with supply chain management software services

• Due to the growth in the SCM market and the increased 

demand for solutions from corporations, competition is 

expected to increase in the industry from new entrants and 

larger incumbent vendors

• KXS utilizes a recurring revenue model, whereby customers 

enter 2–5-year agreements which are paid annually in 

advance. KXS’s revenue model is becoming much more 

popular due to the predictability and frequency of cash flows 

Source: Company filings, Capital IQ

• Increase in IPO’s: Growth in SCM solutions industry has  

inspired IPO’s as private firms seek to issue equity at a 

relative premium and capitalize on low costs of capital 

• Popularity of recurring revenue model: Recurring revenue 

model increasing in popularity due to predictability and 

frequency of cash flows

• Growing demand for cloud-based services: Cloud-based 

technology has allowed corporations to work virtually, 

allowing SCM capabilities to expand efficiency

• Increased competition from new entrants: Due to the 

growth in the industry, the competition from new entrants and 

larger incumbent vendors is expected to increase

• Macroeconomic uncertainty: Changes in the global 

economy will most likely have an impact on the timing and 

ability on the buying decisions of enterprises

• COVID-19 pandemic: Downturns specifically related to the 

pandemic may limit firms’ discretionary spending ability

Industry Overview

The SCM solutions industry is quickly growing with new vendors capturing incumbent market shares

SCM Software Industry Competitive Landscape

Industry Drivers Challenges
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Trading Performance vs. S&P 500 (1 Year) Annotations 

Trading History

Source: Capital IQ, Company filings, Fintel.io. 

KXS served with 

patent infringement 

and IP lawsuit by 

BlueYonder, an 

Arizona-based SCM 

software provider

KXS signs 

agreement with 

Hollister Inc. to 

expand SCM and 

logistical capabilities

KXS reports Q3 

2020 Earnings ($0.2 

actual, $0.16 

median projection)

L3Harris 

Technologies 

selects KXS to 

enhance real-time 

decision-making

Alstom, Inc. renews 

contracts for 

RapidResponse

KXS closes 

acquisition of 

RubikCloud, a 

leading provider of 

AI-driven SCM 

automation services
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Investment Theses



Current Verticals Future Strategy – Expansion

• Focus: large, global enterprises operating in industries 

defined by intricate SCM networks; technology and 

electronics manufacturing, aerospace and defense, industrial 

products, life sciences and pharmaceuticals, automotive, and 

consumer products

• Innovation such as machine learning and AI implementation 

have allowed for growth within current verticals

• Targets firms with over USD$1B in revenue

• Current breakdown of ‘Subscription Revenues’ is split at 35% 

from current customers and 65% for new accounts

Source: Capital IQ, company filings, Statista.com, Arthur D Little

Geographic Revenue Breakdown (as of Q3 2020)

Thesis I: Expansion into New Verticals

Vertical expansion will allow KXS to further optimize RapidRepsonse through machine learning

Potential New Verticals 

Global Mining Industry 

Global Renewable Energy

India Supply Chain

UAE Logistics Industry

56.56%26.53%

15.03%

1.89%

United States

Europe

Asia

Canada

• Patented technology has applicability to geographies and 

industries that Kinaxis is not currently operating in

• Machine learning and AI processing will continue to improve 

when exposed to new industries and business models

• Can increase Service Partners who allow for customers to 

deploy and expand RapidResponse in a cost-effective 

manner

• Can combine North American companies in new industry 

verticals with new geographies to achieve dual growth

International 

Headquarters 

Asia: Japan, Hong 

Kong, South Korea

Europe: 

Netherlands

USD $692B (2019)

USD $928B (2017)

USD $400B (2020)

USD $30B (2015)



RapidResponse Data Capability

• Cloud-based and on-premise software used for planning and 

analysis of interconnected SCM processes

• RapidResponse uses a patented in-memory data base as 

opposed to traditional disk storage exponentially faster

• Only platform that can create custom, interconnected apps & 

algos and profitably implement external algorithms across 

existing supply chains

• Directly contributes to lower working capital, increased asset 

efficiency, increased profitability, and improved customer 

relations internal net income growth

Source: Company filings, investor presentations, Capital IQ.

1 Enterprise Resource Planning Providers

KXS Revenue Growth Margin Analysis (LTM as of Sept. 30, 2020)

Thesis II: Scalability of RapidResponse

The dynamics of the RapidResponse model allow for efficient scalability and affordable growth

Gross Margin %

Unlevered FCF Margin %

EBITDA Margin %

71.2% 

22.2%

19.6%

• By leveraging cloud capability, RapidReponse can be 

deployed in 4-6 months; lower risk and upfront cost 

compared to offerings from ERPPs1

• Cloud allows for a single centralized application as opposed 

to traditional disparate systems

• System framework design is built on extensive run-time 

configuration allowing for single common product supporting 

multiple market verticals

• Patented technology can store multiple versions of data 

(“scenarios”) using only minor changes (deltas) in input data

Manhattan 

Associates

54.0%

19.1%

21.0%

Kinaxis is in a relatively strong position to upscale profitability 

compared to close SCM software competitors 

Anaplan

75.5%

16.5%

(31.3%)

27.0%

15.0% 13.10%
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Upscaling RapidResponse would improve 5-year revenue 

CAGR and add to already strong 3-year CAGR 

KXS



Rubikloud Prana Consulting

• Provider of AI solutions for SCM prescriptive analytics.

• Previous operations were in the retail & consumer packaged 

goods industries

• Acquired on July 2, 2020 via all-cash purchase of 100% of 

outstanding shares for USD $60MM

• Purpose of acquisition enhance demand planning 

capabilities and assembled workforce

• Rubikloud software has applicability to current verticals 

outside of retail as well as new verticals estimated 

synergies of USD $36MM

• Provider of consulting services for software implementation

• Acquired Jan. 31, 2020 via cash/contingent consideration 

equal to USD $4MM for 100% of outstanding shares

• Based out of India can provide market and cultural 

expertise for expansion into India’s SCM industry

• Direct synergies from addition of Prana’s workforce estimated 

at USD $3.7MM

• Primary concern from KXS management with expansion into 

foreign markets was lack of cultural knowledge Prana 

could expose KXS to further Middle Eastern M&A

Source: Company filings, investor presentations, Capital IQ.

Increase Leverage to Support Growth Forward-Looking M&A Opportunity

Thesis III: Strategic M&A 

Continued strategic M&A through increased leverage will increase firm value and bolster market position

• Use increased leverage to fund inorganic growth repay 

debt through strong EBIT and resulting organic growth

• Enhance Service Partner representation in emerging markets

• Build on recent momentum in 2020 M&A activity through 

continued acquisitions

• Maintain trend of 100% share acquisitions to maximize 

control of firm direction

• Continue M&A in product supporting businesses and 

maintain RapidResponse development in-house

5.9%

94.1%

Current Capital Structure

Total
Debt

Total
Common
Equity

KXS is significantly 

under levered and 

can fund M&A 

through issuance of 

debt. Can also 

benefit from 

increased tax shield



Catalysts & Further Potential Upsides

Source: Company filings, investor presentations.

Corporations Search 

for Profitability

Rapid Expansion in 

Europe and Asia

Growth in Demand for 

Cloud-Based Services

As the economy reaches cyclical peaks, corporations are no 

longer experiencing strong growth from general 

macroeconomic strength, manufacturers and supply-chain 

oriented clients will need to look internally for profitability, 

increasing demand for RapidResponse

A large driver for revenue growth comes in the form of 

contracts with new customers, therefore KXS plans to 

continue expanding geographically  into Europe and Asia, 

representing a strong avenue for growth via geographical 

pivot

Demand for Cloud-Based services has increased 

substantially as cloud-based services allow firms to become 

more geographically mobile and flexible, and the ability to do 

this has become extremely valuable due to the COVID-19 

pandemic

Acquisition of 

Rubikloud

Rubikloud’s advanced artificial intelligence-based demand 

forecasting capabilities will significantly improve 

RapidResponse’s effectiveness, which will result in increasing 

demand for the product, potentially leading to greater cross-

selling opportunities

Catalysts Explanation



Risks & Mitigants

Customer Concentration

Long Sales Cycles

Increasing Competition

Distribution and dilution of customer concentration through 

increased cross-selling opportunities with newly engaged 

customers, expanding KXS’s ability to engage new clientele, 

minimizing key customer concentration

By focusing on potential clients that fit the ideal buyer of 

KXS’s products and spending less time pitching to other 

companies, KXS has been able to decrease their long sales 

cycles

Constant innovation in KXS’s cloud-based solutions have 

allowed them to retain customers, ensure a low switching rate 

to competitor products, and maximize customer engagement 

opportunities

M&A/Integration

KXS has a very strong track record with product integrations, 

given Rubikloud's compatibility with RapidResponse. KXS's 

management team targets and acquirers' firms with 

comparable product portfolios to bolster existing offerings

Risks Mitigants

Source: Company filings, investor presentations, company website.



Valuations



$195.00 

$186.12 

$152.47 

$225.00 
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Street Perspective

DCF - Exit Multiple

Trading Comparables

Target Price Range Observations

• Target price weighting:

- 33.3% DCF 

- 33.3% trading comparables

- 33.3% street projections

• DCF assumes modest margin expansions 

(resulting from the growth in the cloud platform 

and economies of scale), a conservative 

discount rate, and a peer average exit multiple

• Comparables based on SCM software 

providers and analytic software providers in 

North America

• Street perspectives reflect recent periods of 

global equity volatility, hence being more 

conservative

The weighted target price reflects 19.7% upside over the current share price

Valuation Overview

Source: Company filings.

Weighted Target Price: $201.00



DCF Analysis

DCF Overview

Strong revenue growth and margin expansion drives upside despite conservative assumptions

• Assumes ~15% revenue growth 

rate for 2021 to reflect lasting 

effects of COVID-19 and 

stabilizing supply chains, then 

~20% YoY growth rate for the 

next two years, in line with 

historical trend, stepping down to 

10% and 5% in FY24 and FY25

• 5.6% discount rate used, 

reflecting the general cost of 

equity in the Canadian market 

plus KXS’s cost of debt 

• Assumes the exit multiple of 

~17.85x revenue, in line with 

peer averages (~17.85x 

revenue)

DCF Overview Key Assumptions



Target Price Calculation Observations

• Peer sets include:

- Dye & Durham (TSX:DND)

- Enghouse Systems (TSX:ENGH)

- Manhattan Associates 

(NASDAQ:MANH)

- Descartes Systems (TSX:DSG)

• KXS trades at a discount to its peers on EV / 

Revenue (15.3x vs. ~17.85x average)

• KXS should trade above its peers due to:

- Higher EBITDA growth rate

- Greater recurring revenue

• Target price calculated using 17.85x LTM 

2020 EV / Revenue multiple

Source: Company filings, Capital IQ.

Superior expansion opportunities and scalability suggest that KXS should trade at a premium to its peers

Trading Comparables



Recommendation 

Target Price: $201.00

Weighted Implied Upside: 19.7%

Overall Recommendation: Buy

We are bullish on KXS with a holding period of 1 – 2 years for the following reasons:

Clean value proposition driven from full-suite of product offerings, as well as 

ample cross-selling opportunities through a variety of different channels

Increasing scalability of SCM services and new investment into cutting-edge 

technologies such as RapidResponse & RubikCloud

Growth in cloud-based SCM solutions leading to margin expansion, upscaling, 

customer retention, and new customer engagement



Appendices



Revenue Breakdown Observations

I: Revenue Assumptions 

• Cloud based subscription 

revenue (SaaS) continues to 

drive growth forward

• Maintenance and Support 

revenue is expected to decrease 

as customers convert to 

subscription based service or 

choose to let their support 

contracts lapse

• We see a drop in Subscription 

Term License (for on-premise 

subscription) revenue this year 

due to COVID-19 as customers 

choose the cloud solution 

instead

Source: Company filings.



Historical and Projected Income Statement Observations

II: Income Statement

• Assumes a conservative 70.4% 

gross profit margin and 14.4% 

operating margin, in line with the 

historical trend

• Kinaxis historically does not 

have any debt requiring interest 

expense

• Assumes a marginal tax rate of 

27%

Source: Company filings.



Cash Flow from Operations Observations

III: Cash Flow Statement

• Depreciation as % of PP&E is 

expected to decrease slightly 

from 37% to 30% over the years 

due to optimization and as the 

company matures

Source: Company filings.



Cash Flow from Investing and Financing Observations

III: Cash Flow Statement

• Capital expenditure as % of 

revenue is expected to decrease 

from 7% to 2% over the years as 

the company matures

• Projected lease payment is kept 

constant as last year

• No additional investing and 

financing activities were 

assumed, aside from the ones 

present in 2019

• One time expenses are not 

projected

Source: Company filings.



Assets Observations

IV: Balance Sheet

• The industry has low AR to 

Sales ratio. Kinaxis is expected 

to decrease their accounts 

receivable over the years from 

40% to reach the industry 

average of 20% as they form 

partnerships

• Prepaid expenses as % of 

revenue is kept constant as 

historical

• All other accounts are kept 

constant as the last quarter

Source: Company filings.



Liabilities and Equity Observations

IV: Balance Sheet

• Accounts payable and accrued 

expenses as % of revenue are 

kept constant as historical 

average (2.6% and 7% 

respectively)

• Unearned revenue as % of 

revenue is kept constant as 

historical average (40%)

Source: Company filings.



WACC Calculation Observations

V: Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

• The correlation of 5-year daily 

returns of S&P 500 and 

comparable companies were 

used to calculate peer group 

average beta

• The cost of equity was 

calculated using the standard 

Capital Asset Pricing Model

• Since KXS has no publicly 

traded debt, the average cost of 

debt was calculated by using the 

BA Prime base rate (~300bps), 

with ~50bps of credit spread (as 

per revolving credit agreements) 

Source: Company filings, Capital IQ, U.S. Department of Treasury.

Comparable Companies Ticker
Levered 

Beta
Debt (mm) Equity Tax Rate

Unlevered 

Beta

Dye & Durham DND 1.43 420.10 557.02 27.0% 0.92 

Enghouse Systems ENGH 0.89 42.20 496.30 27.0% 0.84 

Manhattan Associates MANH 1.89 34.40 218.90 22.0% 1.68 

Descartes Systems DSG 0.83 13.06 870.77 27.0% 0.82 

Kinaxis, Inc. KXS 0.81 17.17 275.64 27.0% 0.77 

Mean 1.07 

Median 0.88 

WACC Calculation

Cost of Equity Years

TSX Return 75.46% 10 

Annualized Return 5.78% 

US10Y 1.27% 

Risk Premium 4.51% 

Beta 0.88 5.0 

Cost of Equity 5.24% 

Amount Cost

Debt
17,165 

3.50% 

Equity
3,872,441 

5.24% 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital 5.23%



Sensitivities Observations

V: Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

• Even under the most 

conservative assumption (50bp 

higher discount rate and 0.5x 

lower exit multiple), the implied 

share price represents a 21.3% 

premium over the current price

• Return on KXS can be 

significantly higher if the 

Company successfully de-risks 

itself through continuous market 

and/or product developments

• KXS can also deliver outsized 

returns if it continues to 

demonstrate high revenue 

growth prospects at the end of 

the projection period, while 

reducing operating costs via 

economies of scale 

Source: Company filings.



Financial Profile of Comparable Companies

Observations

VI: Trading Comparables

• The peer set consists of both smaller and larger companies specializing in analytics and cloud-based SCM services (MANH) and 

SCM software providers (DND/ENGH/DSG)

• EV / Revenue is important as most companies are well established, capitalized, and hold a relatively stable position within their 

respective ecosystems

• KXS trades at a steep discount relative to its peer average on an EV / EBITDA basis, and trades at a slight premium relative to its

close comparables (MANH), however, this is likely due to market scale differences, as MANH competes in global marketplaces, 

while KXS remains focused on expanding global footprint.

• KXS trades at a slight premium to its peers on EV / Revenue basis despite:

• Demonstrating one of the highest EBITDA growth rates in the last fiscal year 

• Generating one of the most consistent revenue growth rates relative to peers (close comp average of ~19%, KXS ~22%)

Source: Company filings.


